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July 1, 1943

The first day of a new month and it should be a memorable one for all of us and a standout in history.  
Reports coming through to this headquarters indicate that thousands of troops, vehicles, boats, guns, 
tanks and so on are being concentrated at various points along the coast.  The harbor at Sousse is chock
full of boats of all types and the word to go forth should be coming any moment now.  We are ready.  
The boys have been itching to go for days.  Everyone knows that a huge operation is impending and 
they are eager to get started.  Today was the warmest day we have had.  However a breeze came up late
this afternoon and this evening it looks as though we may have a little rain.  The Colonel is going to 
T.A.F. tomorrow to look into things tactical and administrative.  He may have some important news for 
us when he returns. The boys are taking advantage of this period to make trips to Algiers for a few 
days.  Tunis has been declared out of bounds until July 17th.  Evidently important troop and ship 
movements are in progress up that way.  Major Baily, operations officer, has informed headquarters that
he is working out a system of V.H.F. (very high frequency) by which the pilot can talk to the ground 
operator, other aircraft and members o f the crew through one channel. The field is loaded with 
airplanes.....guards sleep in them or near them every night in anticipation of acts of sabotage.  All the 
tents have been camouflaged and it makes a big difference from the air.  Not much new of an 
administrative nature today.  Routine communications, reports and memos came and went.  We live for 
the promised invasion.  Maybe we shall spend the winter on the shores of Italy.  The travel folders say 
it's nice.

July 2, 1943

It begins to look like action is just around the corner.  When it comes it will come hot and heavy.  The 
twelfth group had a mission this morning and encountered a number of enemy fighters over the target.  
One ship evidently fell behind the rest of the formation for it came back peppered with machine gun 
bullet holes.  Part of the tail section was torn away and there were twenty or thirty holes throughout the 
fuselage.  Up until now our bombers have encountered no fighter opposition worth mentioning.  On  
these next missions the gunners have been instructed to be on the lookout for plenty of enemy fighters 
regardless of the protection offered by our own fighter cover.  It has not been officially announced yet 
but there is a strong indication that we will furnish approximately thirty ships for a mission tomorrow.  
Colonel Tokaz and Major Bailey left for T.A.F. [Tactical Air Force] this morning and they may bring 
back some news.  Tomorrow Colonel Tokaz will attend an afternoon meeting at T.B.F. [Tactical 
Bomber Force] headquarters with Air Marshall Beamish.  What with all the training, rumor, preparation
and all, the boys are eager to get started again.  Since the last mission we have had a few additional 
crews come in.  These boys have not been tested under fire as yet......they soon will be.  Probably one 
of the biggest items on today's progress was the official notification from 9th [Air Force] headquarters 
that effective June 29th this group is operating under the new Tables of Organization.  We have been 
“sweating it out” for quite some time now and the news is welcome indeed.  There are quite a few 
changes resulting.  The new T.O. authorizes a Deputy Group Commander, Executive officers in each 
squadron, the squadron C.O.'s become Lt. Colonels and operations officers (squadrons) become 
Majors.  There is quite an increase in rank and officer grades.  Very warm during the morning today.  In
the afternoon a breeze usually comes up to take away most of the heat.  The days are getting 
progressively warmer.  Most of the fellows express a desire to get out of Africa and into Italy before the
real hot weather comes.  Not a bad idea at that.  Had a little trouble today when an enlisted man became
drunk and pulled a gun on an officer.  At present he is in the custody of the Provost Marshall and 
charges have been preferred.  An investigating officer has been chosen and the boy will probably be 



tried in the near future.  Wine is plentiful in this section of the country and the fact that some of them 
don't know when to stop sometimes leads them into trouble.  This boy now has plenty of trouble on his 
hands.  Headquarters section now has a shower curtain set up.  Every evening the decontamination 
truck is brought over and the boys jump in, pushing and crowding.  The whole works falls just short of 
the equality found in the Waldorf-Astoria showers but the effect is the same.  “Private Buckeroo” at the
movies tonight.  We await tomorrow with eager anticipation.

July 3, 1943

Today is only the third day of
July but the fireworks have
already started.  This
organization sent up thirty six
ships today.  Thirty-six pilots
came back and reported that the
Sicilian aerodrome of Comiso
will not be of too much use to the
enemy in the future.  The
interrogation revealed that the
formation from here and over
their target was not too good,
however the job was done and
done well.  Word and rumor has
it that we shall fly two missions
tomorrow.  The twelfth was
supposed to have several sorties
of planes over Comiso tonight,
but that may not be necessary.
This action is certainly a prelude
to actual invasion.  The group
already has taken on a new
attitude.  Pilots and combat crew members are glad to be flying regular missions again.  They figure 
that just sitting around is not winning the war or paying the rent.  Those who fly these missions deserve
all the credit in the world for what they do.  Possibly, 90% of the people at home do not realize the 
danger involved when they see a second hand newsreel of a regular mission in combat.  Everyone must
do his part over here.  It is true that those who actually fly the missions deserve all the breaks and glory
they can acquire. Here though is a word for those who stay on the ground doing the job day after day.  
Their work may not be as dangerous but it is certainly as important.  Working and fighting together 
and, God willing, this war will be over quickly and victoriously for all of us. 

Colonel Tokaz back to T.B.F. today.  Two important meetings in as many days indicated events of 
importance taking place.  The new T.O. discussed with squadron commanders today and things worked 
out between them.  We shall notify higher headquarters as soon as reorganization is completed.  Rank 
won't begin to be noticed around these parts until the responsible parties have enough time to be in 
grade.  A couple of the squadron commanders are still captains whereas their T.O. grade is Lt. Colonel. 
The six months clause in promotions can be waived by a statement from the C.O. Saying that their 
promotions would be of benefit to the government.

Bomb Pattern at Comiso Airdrome



Very warm today and sultry.  Africa is beginning to bear out what
all of us have read about her, very warm and dry.  Major Murray
and Major Bachrach back again from Cairo.  Passes will probably
be put on the shelf until the completion of this phase.  Operations
are expected to be heavy, at least for the next few weeks.  Reports
of allied progress in all theatres of war continue to be favorable to
our cause.  Just a year ago today it was all the reverse.  Even allied
propaganda has changed to a more optimistic attitude.  A brand new
poster in headquarters today depicts several American doughboys
rushing forward with cold steel in front of them and the words on
top of the picture are, “Attack, attack, attack!” We shall do so.

July 4, 1943

Independence Day in the army and overseas.  Mother put out your service flag, the fireworks have 
started.  Yesterday's mission by the twelfth started the ball rolling.  Last night the ships of the twelfth 
roared over tent-high keeping everyone awake.  No one cared.....they knew Mussolini was spending a 
sleepless night too.  Two ships failed to come back from last night's sorties.  Night fighters jumped 
them over the target and one bomber was seen to go down in flames.  The price of waging total war is 
high, even when is on the winning side.  Yesterday at 1500 thirty six pink ladies from our group winged
their majestic way towards an airfield in Sicily.  Promptly at six they came flying back, all safe.  Pilots 
reported that the target was hit and hit again by our bombs.  We had to wait until today to get the 
official report, and alone with it a swell, personal commendation from Air Commodore Sinclair.  The 
boys are back in the groove.  Both the twelfth and the 340th are in for some extended action.  Our group
is flying twenty-four sorties tonight and an early morning, 36-ship mission in the morning.  What the 
12th Group's plans for tomorrow are we don't know.  Probably they too will be all out on missions for 
the next few days.  This afternoon we saw 27 Flying Fortresses coming back from the direction of 
Sicily.  That island is beginning to tremble under the shock of repeated bombings.  What of the 
invasion?  Who knows?  Where?  Will we have a bomb line in Sicily?  Everyone is estimating the 
probable time of the invasion.  We will soon know.

More news over the wire today tells us of an offensive movement in
the Pacific by forces under the command of General MacArthur.
The allies claim to have air superiority on all the fronts.  News like
this is good.  It puts confidence and hope in all.  The wire in this
morning says we are now assigned to the 12th Air Force.  We won't
know definitely until we have official confirmation.. Until then we
operate as heretofore.  Just a few minutes ago a call came from the
Adjutant of the 12th.  He informed us that General Brereton will be
here either tomorrow or Tuesday.  The General will probably award
all citations, air medals, oak leaf clusters, distinguished flying
crosses and soldiers medals at the time of his visit.  We will have all
of the recipients standing by----if there are no missions at that time.
We shall have an informal review and are in hopes that everything
will be in order for his visit.

Very warm today and as a result some of the headquarters personnel
were given a couple of hours off this afternoon to go to the beach. The only things that saves all of us 

General Lewis H. Brereton



from heat prostration is the blessed breeze that wings in from the Mediterranean.  As the summer 
progresses we can expect warmer weather with it.  Africa at last lives up to the impression everyone the
world over has of it.....damn hot and dry.

These are exciting times.  We know we are doing some good.  At least we have the satisfaction of 
knowing that the boys in the organization are kissing the enemy with dynamite day after day.  
Struggling to get the group under the new T.O.  Things will work themselves out O.K.  Ne Teny [sic] 
always do.  History is being made every day.  What page will be completed tomorrow?

The mission today included 36 ships from this group.  One failed to return.  His left engine was 
reported smoking before the rest of the ships arrived over the target and it is hoped that the crew is safe 
in Malta.  Lt. Howard of the 488th was the pilot and he probably made it in O.K.  No official word on 
the damage done as a result of the mission but at the interrogation at the completion of the mission , it 
was pretty much the consensus of opinion that the bombs were laid right in there.  We shall know 
tomorrow.

July 5, 1943

If this group has experienced a lull during previous weeks, activities now going on adequately make up 
for this situation.  The boys are flying combat missions day and night and from all reports, doing a 
bang-up job at it; No pun intended.  In fact on our thirty six ship raid on Comiso during the first day's 
activities personal commendation was extended to the group by Air Vice Marshall Sinclair.  
Photographs show that the boys smacked the target “on the button.”  Colonel Tokaz also added his 
personal congratulations to the members of the organization for their general good work, and more 
particularly for the successful mission over Sicily.

Lt. Howard and crew, who went down in Malta with a smoking engine, returned to the base yesterday, 
all safe and sound.  Ack-ack has been light and inaccurate over Sicily but enemy fighters have been 
reported on almost every mission.  The nights have been black as the tomb lately and combat crews on 
night mission have had to feel their way over the target.  Sometimes a flight of Bostons goes in ahead 
of our Mitchells and lights up the area by dropping flares and incendiaries.  The gas reserves in our 
dump is climbing every day, indicative of intense activity going on for the next few days at least.  The 
offensive in the South Pacific still going well and reports from inside Europe clearly show an 
increasing unrest on the part of the populace.

The squadron beginning to reorganize under the new T.O. and several changes already in effect.  Major 
Murray now becomes the Deputy Group Commander with Captain Parsons taking over as C.O. Of the 
487th.  Still juggling officers and enlisted men to conform to the new manning table and T.O.  Two 
changes in headquarters personnel resulted when Sgt. Lewis [Smith E. Lewis, Tylertown, MS] was 
promoted to Technical Sergeant and Sgt. Voorhees [George R. Voorhees, Medora, IL] was demoted 
without prejudice, to staff.  Both boys were informed of the change and there have been no bad feeling 
resulting from the change.

Very, very warm today and it seems to be getting warmer every day.  Captain Shear, weather officer, 
was consulted and came up with the surprising statement that Tripoli at one time recorded the highest 
temperature the world has ever known.  He further stated that the north coast of Sicily had an ideal 
climate and that the southern part of Italy was world renown for its moderate, year round temperature.  
With the allies on the verge of an invasion move, we may be basking in the beautiful clime of Southern 



Italy soon.

Word received late today that General Brereton is on the field and will remain overnight as guest of the 
12th Group.  He will make no formal inspection of this organization but will remain to personally 
distribute awards and citations.  Three members of this group will be honored tomorrow.  Major 
Bachrach received the Distinguished Flying Cross for his recent heroic action at Sfax.  Lt. Kessler, 
navigator 486th Squadron, will also receive the D.F.C. For his exceptional devotion to duty under trying
circumstances while engaged in a combat mission.  Master Sergeant Dulling will receive the coveted 
Soldiers Medal for his quick thinking and outstanding bravery in rushing to a bomb that had fallen 
from a plane during take-off and rendering it safe.  We're proud of these three men, proud of everyone 
who has demonstrated such admirable qualities in actual combat.
These are not the last by any means; there shall be others from time
to time.

Far away from friendly shores we continue to fight this war.  Each
passing day brings each of us closer to those friendly shores and a
peaceful world.  We go forward in battle with this resolve in mind. 
We shall conquer and win.

July 6, 1943

What a day today.  In story books we have often read of the fury of
the African desert.  Today we know that these stories weren't just
propaganda.  This afternoon a change in the wind's direction
created a dust storm the like of which none of us have seen before. 
One time in Kabrit, Egypt a sandstorm came up that closely
approximated the one we had today.  However this one is unique in
that the temperature was heightened by the heat of the breeze itself.
It was almost impossible to stand it for any length of time outdoors today.  The wind, blowing from 
inland, was like a breath of Hell itself.  With it came a mountainous cloud of powdery dust, sifting into 
eyes, hair, nostrils and completely covering everything in the vicinity.  Africa is tough.

General Brereton was on the field this morning and awarded various medals and citations to members 
of this group and the 12th group.  Both groups received citations for the excellent work they have been 
doing in this theatre.  Following the presentation the General and his entire coterie took off in the 
General's DC-3, Betsy.

A thirty-six ship mission this afternoon and excellent results of the bombing were reported.  However, 
12 ships from the 489th did not join the rest of the formation as they were late getting off the ground 
and the haze obscured their vision aloft.  As a result they returned to the base without going over the 
target.  When the mission returned the dust was really blowing.  From atop the hill by the operations 
trailer the runways were completely blocked out by the storm.  Everyone flew in safely and we chalk 
up as another successful mission.  A mission was scheduled for tonight but T.B.F. called it off this 
afternoon.  Colonel Tokaz stated at the staff meeting today that this group would probably be flying all 
day missions in the future.

Last night the 486th flew a night mission and most of the ships had good luck in hitting the target.  Two 
ships claimed direct hits on an ammunition dump.  Flight Officer Shephard and crew did not fare so 
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well but they can consider themselves lucky today.  On Take-off last night they hit a slight rise just off 
the runway and the left landing gear buckled.  The resulting shock caused gas to be spewed over the 
entire plane, but miraculously enough, the ship did not catch fire.  No one was hurt.  The last few nights
have been so black that it has been impossible to see one's hand in front of his face.

Many of the boys sought relief by swimming in the sea today.  They reported the water lovely but the 
resulting feeling after they got out into the wind was not so pleasant.  Maybe today was a phenomenal 
one.  We are in hopes that the weather will change for the better again soon.

July 7, 1943

Immense air  activity still continues.  This morning the twelfth group
sent up a large mission and two ships failed to return.  They have had
some tough luck in this phase of the campaign.  We have two flights
of 24 ships each on a mission now.  At the moment they are about due
back at this base.  Today they had two different targets and we are in
hopes that the mission is as successful today as they have been in the
past.  The results of yesterday's mission were verified by photographs
today.  The bomb patterns could not have been more effective, had
one laid them out from the ground itself.  Markings showed definitely
that the bombs were socked right in there.  The group has
distinguished itself thus far in this Sicilian venture.  More successful
raids mean more prestige for the group.  We are striving.  

Speaking of prestige, an interesting article was forwarded to
headquarters today.  One of the Yacht Club Boys wrote a letter to Ed
Sullivan, world famous New York columnist, and parts of the letter
were printed in Ed Sullivan's column.  Following is a verbatim account of that part of the column 
alluding to this group:  “Eddie, if you could only see those kids of ours-----the kids of the 57th who 
downed 74 planes in 15 minutes; the kids of the fighting 12th, the 340  th   Group and the 79th who really 
are responsible for this quick victory in the middle East.  I don't want to take any credit from Britain's 
great Eighth army, but these champs of ours were spectacularly effective.”   Comments and praise like 
that above mean a lot to us.  We know that some one is watching and noting our work.  Our task over 
here is dedicated to the millions of free people everywhere who can freely set their thoughts down in 
free presses and read them with free, unfettered minds.

The wind is still blowing......the sand still flies and we struggle on with our daily duties.  Not so warm 
today as yesterday but still quite uncomfortable.  The was news on all fronts lends an optimistic note to 
the allied cause.  In the Pacific our planes are extracting a deadly ration of 4 to 1 over the enemy.  The 
submarine menace has been effectively curbed and over here the Air Force is battering the hell out of 
Hitler, Inc.

Colonel Tokaz talked to a couple of officers from the 12th Air Force today.  He explained the acute 
shortage of various rations over here.  They promised to look into it immediately upon their return to 
higher headquarters.  Major Murray now has a desk in headquarters and will assume his new duties as 
Deputy Commanding Officer for the Group.  Lt. Robb, formerly assigned to the 486th, is out on orders 
today as the assistant group statistical officer.  He shall also operate from headquarters and take care of 
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administrative reports.  Major Paul to Tunis today to straighten out a few small problems.  

The movie tonight is “Streets of Chance.”  The title might remind one of several thoroughfares in the 
Crawford's market section of Bombay or the Casbah district in Algiers.

July 8, 1943

A double header today and our side won both times.  Two runs, two hits and no errors.  Keeping up 
with our recent good work we had two 24-ship missions over two separate targets today.  A mission this
morning over an airdrome in Sicily returned with very good results.  Late this afternoon the pictures 
corroborating the success of the mission were developed.  At 17:45 this afternoon the second flight 
returned after once again subjecting Comiso to devastating attacks.  Again the pilots reported excellent 
hits on the runway, taxi strips, dispersal areas and administration building.  Attending the interrogation 
at the completion of the second mission this afternoon the A.C.O. of the Tactical Bomber Force over 
here, Air Vice Marshall Sinclair, gave a short speech.  He said in part, “You have been doing such 
exceptional fine work down here that I had to come myself to see how you do it.  You are doing the 
best work of any group in TBF.  You have evoked nothing but praise from the fighter faction based on 
Malta.  I extend my heartiest congratulations.”  We in the group are proud of this accomplishment 
which has elicited such satisfying praise from such a high ranking officer.  Bolstered by success we 
shall continue to do our utmost to bring this rotten war to a victorious conclusion.

No news of missions scheduled for tomorrow.  A message from higher headquarters in today instructs 
us to inform all personnel that the work we are doing now is in direct preparation for the invasion to 
come.  The exact date is still a secret.  The writer will indulge in a little personal speculation and name 
July 10th as the first day of the attack.  Another wire from 9th Air Force gives us the official status of Lt. 
Dorrance [Samuel R. Dorrance] and Lt. Huppert [Charles C. Huppert], formally of the 486th and 
missing since first coming over, and states that they are prisoners of war in Germany.  They were 
members of one of the first crews the group lost when first starting combat operations.  It is to be hoped
that, through our efforts and millions like us, those men and all Allied prisoners of war shall soon be 
freed.

Today seems to have been a very good day all the way around.  The commanding officer of the 57th 
Fighter Group, now famous as a crack outfit, sent in a very nice letter of commendation to the Group as
a result of the work we did in Tunisia and Puntelleria.  The day was quite pleasant in that the weather 
also gave us a break.  Refreshing breeze from the sea cooled off very nicely.

No change in the food.  It would seem that in these trying days of furious activity our rations would be 
increased and improved.  However, no changes have been forthcoming and every effort has been made 
to improve existing conditions.  We hope the Sicilian food will be better.

July 10, 1943

Put today's date down in the little black book for it's an important one.  Today the allies made their first 
drive on the island of Sicily.  Latest reports indicate that the invasion has made some progress and 
aerial reconnaissance bears out the fact that the movement is going according to plan.  Last night we 
received the first actual knowledge of impending operations when well over 100 transport ships winged



their way toward the island.  The A.L.O. officers discoursed at great length and in a very knowing 
manner to the personnel regarding the operation.  One ruse that is being perpetrated sounds too 
fantastic to be effective; however we shall have to see.  Thousands of parachutes are being dropped 
without personnel; instead they carry small phonographs mechanically fixed to play records 
automatically.  These records will blare forth in the dark with recorded shots, shouts, the rumble of 
trucks and the sound of planes.  The whole idea is designed to frighten and confuse the enemy.  War has
it's odd moments.

The last news received says Ragusa is about to be taken by our troops.  Ragusa lies approximately 14 
miles inland and this indicated that the allies have established substantial gains there already.  Reports 
further indicate that air borne glider troops carried out their mission with a minimum of casualties.  We 
anxiously await further news.  Rumors are flying thick and fast about our next move.  Obviously when 
Sicily is taken our work here will be just about finished.  Some say we shall go directly to Sicily.  One 
prevalent rumor says we will go east.  East means Cairo and vicinity, China or Turkey.  We shall 
probably know definitely soon.

Our boys had a mission last night but no bombs were dropped.  Instead, thousands of pamphlets were 
showered on Sicily, written in three languages and designed to make the Italian soldier think twice 
about the glorious defense of his country.  It may be possible to print at least part of this pamphlet later.
A 24-ship mission is scheduled to take off tomorrow morning at 2:30.  It may be bombs this time.  No 
missions were conducted from this field today.  However, we did have a visitor.  One B-25 from the 
310th Bomb Group found a haven on this field after being quite badly shot up by ack-ack on a raid this 
morning.  No one was badly hurt and the pilot did a fine job in bringing the ship in.

A meeting of the board of governors for the officer's club was held this afternoon and problems 
discussed.  The club has made money and will strive to improve by establishing more comfortable 
furniture, better lighting and so forth.  In the evenings the place is always crowded; a tribute to its 
popularity with the officers.  Nice and cool today but the dust is still blowing.  The roads have been 
smoothed and scraped.  As a result a lot of fine dust has piled up on the sides and any slight wind sets it
to swirling in all directions.

Tomorrow's news is awaited eagerly here.  We have confidence that it will be favorable to us.  The 
allies are in the driver's seat and are cracking the whip.  Things are really popping.

July 9, 1943

Two missions were scheduled today but neither materialized due to the swirling dust storm that blew 
into camp early this morning and continued all day.  The first mission was scheduled for take-off at 
09:15 this morning and the ships were all loaded and ready to go.  Just at that time the 12th came back 
from a mission and was experiencing difficulty in landing as the runways were completely covered 
with huge clouds of dust.  As a result our mission didn't get off and subsequently the afternoon mission 
was canceled.  

The other day when General Brereton cited the Group he mentioned that we had operated over most 
difficult terrain and in all kinds of weather.  Today's storm was just one of the things that must be 
endured over here and it's rough on everyone and everything.  In the first place it's almost impossible to
work on the ships.  The fine, powdery sand drives its way into everything.  The C rations we eat are 
further enhanced by the delicious tang of sand particles.  Dust blows into eyes, ears and hair much to 



the discomfort and despair of everyone.  

The time for the invasion is drawing closer and closer.  Tonight the two A.L.O. (Army Liaison 
Officers), Captain Rothwell and Captain Simpson will meet with the squadrons and discuss impending 
operations.  They will disclose as much as they can about the invasion itself.  At the moment there are 
no further missions scheduled, however we shall probably have one or two tomorrow.  Sicily has taken 
a terrific pounding and it should be practically demoralized by this time.   No one expects them to 
capitulate without a struggle, however, and we shall probably move in with plenty of power when the 
zero hour arrives.

The news from the Russian front is amazing.  If Russian communiques can be believed they have, in 
four days warfare, destroyed 1,850 tanks, 400 planes and captured at least 30,000 prisoners, which, as 
Major [Carl] Kisselman says, “..ain't hay.”  The battle of the Pacific is still raging.  Over here we are 
apt to consider the Japanese fray a thing of no consequence.  We naturally concentrate on dead Nazis 
and I-ties.  Inevitably though we will have to whip both the European and Asiatic cutthroats.  
MacArthur, colorful and able Commander of Pacific Forces, is making a strong bid over there and 
seems to be doing O.K. too.  Optimistic and quiet confidence are strengthening our forces the world 
over.  It seems only a matter of time.

An answer received on our questions concerning air medal awards.  The letter received today from 
higher headquarters gives us a clear cut policy at last.  Evidently all missions count for something.  
Two short missions are the equivalent of one long ride and vice versa.  No sequence need be followed 
and missions can be picked up and counted at any time.  In headquarters we shall keep a list of all 
recommendations, the date awarded and any pertinent remarks.  In addition we will soon begin  a “roll 
of honor,” our token of respect for those who have given their lives flying for this group and for their 
country.  Yes, we have had our share of misfortune.  The progress we are making now is being done 
over a foundation that has been laid by the “pioneers” of the organization who struggled and fell as that
we might so successfully continue.  These men shall not be forgotten.

[No entry for July 10th]

July 11, 1943 

The invasion of Sicily is going according to plan.  Last night 24 ships
from this group raided the harbor and airport at Trapani with all ships
returning safely.  Bombs, leaflets and crowsfeet were dropped.
Crowsfeet are ingenious steel devices that always land with one of their
four points standing straight up in the air.  Dropped on runways they do
their work by jabbing holes in the tires of landing aircraft.  Reproduced
herewith is the English portion of the leaflet that has been dropped all
over the island.

A Caltrop, also known as 
Crow's Foot 



WHY DIE FOR HITLER?

“After the fall of Tunis the Germans will make Italy a battlefield; Germany's southern front.  
The conquest of Tunisia leaves the allied forces free to attack military objectives in Italy.  This 
means that all the plants, arsenals, ports, railway bridges and roads of Italy must expect attack 
from the air by day and night.  Those who continue to live near military objectives run the risk 
of losing their lives or of being injured.  For this you may thank Mussolini and his master, 
Hitler.  Remind your selves of Mussolini's speech of the 13th of November, 1940:  “I have 
obtained from the Fueher a direct participation in the air war against Great Britain...”  Now it is 
Italy's turn.

Italian soldier, you have no interest in fighting this war.  Like you, millions of Italian men, 
women and children, that is the whole of Italy, stand to lose everything if this war continues.  
This is Hitler's war.  No one provoked Italy; No one assaulted Italy; No one declared war on 
Italy.  Hitler is making Italy his shield against the overwhelming superiority of the United 
Nations, a superiority which is admitted by even the Axis communiques.  For the Italians this 
means death, ruin and desolation.  Yesterday Hitler sacrificed the Italians of Africa.  Today he 
sacrifices the Italians of Italy.  Germany will fight to the last.....Italian.  Italian soldier, no one 
asked you if you wanted to fight.  But they have sent you to die.  They have told you: “Believe, 
fight, obey.”  Why?  For what?  For how long?”

Pamphlets will not take the place of bombs.  The allied forces are well aware of the German influence 
in Italy.  Today, thousands of German troops stand side by side in Sicily fighting, struggling to stem the
rising fury and power of the United Nations.  More and more, day after day, the island of Sicily will be 
showered with high explosives.  The battle continues and we await further developments.

Captain Pearlstein on pass to Tunis today.  Not much new in Headquarters.  Routine reports were 
submitted and the business of the day carried on as usual.

July 12, 1943

Not much new to report on the invasion tonight.  News comes to us in snatches from several sources.  
The A.L.O. usually has the latest news, the radio brings us some, finally the newspaper gives us more 
detailed accounts.  The invasion seems to be making some progress but we are not walking right 
through the island as some officers expected we would.  However, the radio reports that things are 
going according to plan.  

Last night over 150 transport planes flew over to unload their cargo of paratroopers and equipment. 
One of the ships returned to this field last night and it's a wonder the pilot was able to make it.  The 
entire nose section was blown away and there was a hole in the bottom of the fuselage large enough to 
drive a jeep through.  Two of the occupants had been wounded by 50 caliber machine gun bullets and 
the pilot struggled over a large stretch of water before finally landing.  No definite news has reached us 
yet but according to the pilot of the ship twelve other transports suffered the same fate, and some failed 
to return.  He reported that it was our own fire that shot them down.  If this is true, and it seems likely, a
horrible, tragic mistake has been made.  The volley came while the transports were flying over territory
occupied by our own troops.  A battleship in the harbor (allied) knocked down several of the transports 
including the one that limped back last night.  There will probably be a check made to determine the 
grave error in last night's operation.



The 321st and the 12th groups have also had some bad luck in the Sicilian Campaign.  The twelfth lost 
another ship last night and almost lost an additional one when two ships collided in the dark.  One ship 
was taxiing down the runway on the far end of the field.  Another ship was just taking off, didn't see the
other ship on the runway and knocked off an entire wing before retracting the gear.  Fortunately, no one
was injured.....however another ship was lost.  The accident was the second we have had during night 
take-offs in the past week.

All our ships will get a new paint job soon.  They are to be camouflaged a dull brown and green.  This 
doesn't particularly mean anything except that it is a token of our finished work here.  Pink Ladies were
the common sight in Libya and Tunis where the dull, pinkish coating on the planes blended effectively 
with the African sands of the desert.  From now on these ships will probably be flying over greener 
pastures.  Perhaps we shall go to Sicily and bomb the green slopes of the Italian hills.  Another rumor 
floating around is that we shall head East for an assault on Greece and Crete.  Only time and the High 
Command will tell.

No missions off today but there is one scheduled for tonight. Many of our boys are chasing their 
twentieth mission.  That's a lot of combat rides considering the comparatively short time we have been 
over here.  As members of the Tactical Bomber Force our missions seem to come in spurts.  When the 
action is fast and furious we fly continually; when the war settles down to a series of small jabs and 
thrusts we have a lull period, at which time the Strategical Bomber Force takes over.  Sardinia will 
possibly be our next big target.  Advantageously situated as we are at present, Sardinia is in easy range 
for our Mitchells.

Very warm again today but a slight breeze cooled us from the sea this afternoon.  One blessing we 
enjoy is the fact that evenings are cool and pleasant....at least we can rest and sleep in comfort.  Not 
much new in Headquarters this 12th day of July.  Several loose ends were picked up and taken care of 
and desks were cleared of all details.  Tomorrow is another day and we may be flooded with  reports 
and new problems.  The war goes on and naturally we go with it.

July 13, 1943

Today's accounting of events must necessarily be a sad one.  Last night we had a tragic accident.  
Twenty-four ships were scheduled for a mission.  One of the 487th ships struck a parked airplane on 
take off and blew up killing all five of the crew members, an innocent bystander who was sleeping in a 
tent nearby and injured two other enlisted men.  Loaded with bombs the ship scattered wreckage over 
200 square yards after it exploded on impact.  The rest of the mission went off alright.  This group has 
been very lucky during the current campaign.  We haven't lost one ship in combat over Sicily.  Last 
night's accident has left the group numb in its loss.  However, we must continue to go forward.  War is 
not a game. It is a bloody struggle that takes men's lives on all sides.  Accidents are bound to happen.

Funeral arrangement were made and the boys were buried in an American Cemetery at Kairoaun.  We 
must make better connections with the Service Group regarding burial.  Regulations state that they 
should prepare the bodies, dig the graves and arrange for storm flags and crosses.  Evidently the 306th 
did not realize their responsibility and consequently there were a few delays.

The campaign in Sicily is going along well.  Many towns have been captured and the British 8th Army 
is forging ahead.  No official word from the American troops yet.  Word has been received that the 
Canadians have accomplished a landing and are consolidating their positions.  This afternoon we had a 
24-ship mission in the air but it was recalled just five minutes from the target.  Evidently the town we 



were about to bomb had already been captured by our forces.

A big girlie girlie show is scheduled for tonight.  Maybe it will serve to take our minds off the darker 
side of war for a change.  Advance reports say that the show is quite good.  It is sponsored by the 
U.S.O.  We need a little entertainment.

July 14, 1943

The group is still laughing as a result of the show that was presented here last night.  Without doubt it 
was the finest thing in the way of entertainment that has been offered to us yet.  Sponsored by the USO 
the troupe was uproariously received by everyone who witnessed the performance.  It would be 
impossible to describe the thing in detail but there were laughs galore, good music and a chance to see 
some charming femininity for a change.  We endorse the productions like that 100% and eagerly await 
more to come.

A hot mission today.  Twenty-four ships from the 486th and 487th squadrons had a target over Patermo 
and encountered heavy, intense and accurate ack-ack.  Many of the ships were holed but fortunately no 
one was injured and the ships all returned safely.  We chalk up another profitable mission.  From all 
reports the bombs made a nice pattern and when our ships left the target huge clouds of smoke and dust
were billowing high in the air above the town.  Colonel Tokaz flew with the 486th and gave the boys a 
nice complement on their flying.  He said, “You fellows were really 'on the ball' which only goes to 
prove that when you apply yourselves you can really get in and do the job right.”   Nice praise from the
Commanding Officer and well deserved.  The boys know when the Colonel compliments them they 
have done a good job.  In this group praise comes quickly when deserved, and by the same token 
criticism is also offered when necessary.

A big deal brewing and a move in sight soon.  The colonel probably knows where our next spot will be 
but he ain't talking.  We know it's to be a water move and only one out of a hundred or so will have any 
basis to it.  Rumors are something dangerous, yet on the other hand they keep things interesting and 
lively for most of us.  Entertainment is usually nil and the boys go around their clubs for bull sessions 
to kill time.  Rumors are discussed and cussed.  All in all it goes to make up part of army life.

The squadrons have a good campaign going.  Purchasing parties are being sent out to buy fresh meat, 
vegetables and fruits.  It's all designed to improve our celebrated C rations.  Some of the squadrons are 
doing very well too.  To one accustomed to eating as his heart desires this may not be interesting.  
However, a description of a few recent meals may interest those who have been living on hash and chili
and hash and beans and hash and stew for months now.  One of the squadrons had delicious stuffed 
peppers the other day.  The 488th has already served up two big steers and the 488th served genuine 
potatoes and tomatoes this noon for lunch.  Actually it has meant a big improvement in the messes and 
as a result a lifting of the morale in general.  The old saying still goes: “An army travels on its 
stomach.”

July 15, 1943

By the way of recollection; today marks the fifth month away from the United States for the ground 
echelon.  Exactly five months ago today the U.S.S. West Point sailed under the Golden Gate bridge.  
We shall all have many more to tell.



A mission again last night over the city of Palermo.  One of the ships got lost on the way over and 
wound up by bombing the port city of Messina.  All ships returned safely to the base.  Today we saw 
the pictures of yesterday's mission.  The boys are continuing to bomb with uncanny accuracy.  They 
laid bombs right in the center of the town square.  Bombing of this type is not mere luck.  It hasn't been
a question of hit one time and miss the next.  Over Sicily these boys just haven't missed.

General Spaatz and part of his staff flew in late this afternoon just as our mission was coming in.  He 
didn't remain for the interrogation but one of the S-2 clerks showed him an enlarged picture of the 
bombing of Comiso and he was very much impressed.  The mission today was reported to be 
successful to both squadron participating.  The 487th again experienced some tough luck when Lt. 
Fonda [Willard C. Fonda] and crew failed to return to the base, however members of the 486th reported 
a B-25 had belly-landed on an island just off the coast of Sicily.  No official reports have been received 
but it is hoped that the crew is alright.  The city of Palermo was again the object of our bombing and 
hits were seen on the town itself and also on railroad yards and roads leading out of town.  Pictures will
reveal the exact bombing pattern.

Hold on---here we go again!  It's funny how a little secret document can cause so much excitement.  
This afternoon the Colonel received notice that the group should prepare to move to ….................!  A 
meeting of all Squadron Commanders will be held this evening and late this afternoon all squadron 
adjutants were given instructions on the basis of what information we have received so far.  No 
absolute order has been issued yet but it is expected that we shall move very soon.  We are going to try 
to take at least 75% of the group in the initial move by water and air.  Further details will probably be 
forthcoming soon.

All promotions and recommendations for awards were submitted today.  Rather than submit one or two
at a time we have decided that it is far better to submit such information on the first and fifteenth of 
each month.  The squadrons have O.K'ed the plan and it should make things better all the way around.  
The “Avenger's Argus” made its seventh appearance today containing news and information of interest 
to all.  The A.L.O. officers are responsible for its publication and they are to be commended for their 
efforts.

July 16, 1943

A little bad with the good today.  Lt. Fonda of the 487th and his crew are safe on the island of Sicily.  
Evidently they belly-landed the ship after bombing the target.  Lt. Corbin [Bernard L. Corbin]  and 
crew of the 488th are missing since last night's mission.  Headquarters sent out a wire to 9th Air Force 
reporting the incident.  Nobody seems to have seen the ship after it took off from this field.  It is very 
possible that they are also safe in Sicily.  Further information may be available tomorrow.  Last night's 
mission seems to have been successful.  Today's 24-ship mission did not do so well.  One of the flights 
hit the target, a small town on Sicily, but it is feared that the other half of the mission hit the wrong 
town and may have even dropped the eggs behind the bomb line.  Cloudy weather obscured the target 
and vision was not too good.

All photo interpreters are back from Cairo and our “wandering boy” Lt. Hanger [John W. Hanger] is 
once again with us.  He had an extremely long trip that took 110 days.  He traveled over 20,000 miles 
from the time he left the states until the day he landed at Suez.  He brings good news, though, in that 
we are going to get every bit of equipment from the boat.  We have been operating on odds and ends 
and new equipment will help a lot.  Also, almost all of the flight echelon have foot lockers and extra 



baggage on the boat.  They will be plenty tickley to get them again.

Many times in bull sessions, official meetings and other activities the rations have been the chief object
of discussion.  No more bitter gripe can be found than the well versed griper who gripes about the 
chow.  This situation we have been forced to struggle through, I.E., the raunchy rations we have been 
having has led to some high and fancy griping both by professionals and those who never used to 
complain about anything.  This command has done everything in its power to alleviate this sad state of 
affairs.  Finally, it seems we are to get some definite action.  Yesterday the Colonel talked to General 
Spaatz about it and today Colonel Booth of the General's staff was here and the information he gave us 
is that we will soon have better rations.  In the first place we shall receive more coffee, tea and sugar.  
The Service Group is now authorized to make local purchases and send the voucher to the government 
who will foot the bills.  It is hoped that our messes will be much improved by coming changes.

A wire in from higher headquarters today informs us that an officer will be on this base in a few days to
select a number of enlisted men from this command for aviation cadet training.  Full details are 
unavailable but we are to have the 25 most qualified enlisted men ready for him when he arrives.  It 
seems to indicate that prospective pilots are running short in the States.

Our reports went in to T.B.F. as instructed today.  No other information has been received concerning 
the prospective move.  Captain Summers may have further information when he returns from there 
tonight.  No mail for two days.  The transports are evidently bringing vital supplies to our troops on 
Sicily.  The bomb line is steadily moving northward indicating advances all along the front being made 
by the allies.  It seems only a question of time before we shall be in complete possession of the island.

July 17, 1943

We are certainly flying a lot of missions.  It's funny how one gets tired of sitting around during 
occasional lull periods.  Now we are so busy we don't know if we are coming or going.  Anyway we 
know we are getting something accomplished now.  Continuing with our record of hitting the target a 
mission this afternoon of 24 ships from the 489th and the 488th bombed a town being held by the enemy.
One ship from the 489th failed to return but a report just in from a spitfire pilot gives us the following 
information:  “One B-25 crash landed in our territory.  Crew bailed out in our territory.  Bombing very 
good.”  The report seems to indicate that the crew bailed out but possibly the pilot and co-pilot 
remained with the ship for a crash landing.  The last line of the report from the pilot is handing us a 
personal compliment on the quality of today's bombing.

No missions scheduled for tonight but a big deal coming up for tomorrow morning with this group 
putting 48 ships into the air.  No further news about the battling around Catania but the bomb line 
moved Northward again in the center.  The Nazi radio claims the invasion of Sicily is the most daring 
move in the war.  Hitler and his followers will see the day when our troops march and fly across his 
beloved Wilhelmstrasse.

More news on the food situation.  The 306th informed us today that beginning Tuesday we shall have a 
regular issue of fresh fruits and vegetables.  The intended move depends upon operations being 
conducted by our ground forces.  Captain Summers was led to believe, when he visited T.B.F., last 
evening that it shall be two to three weeks before we move.  However, it is our intention to be ready as 
the army has a habit of making quick decision and expecting quick compliance.



Recently we have been sending some of our bombing pictures to the 9th Air Force Headquarters to keep
them posted on our bombings.  Today a very nice letter from Colonel Stroh acknowledged receipt of 
the first batch and congratulates the group on the exceptionally fine work being done.  Every day we 
are learning.  Sometimes we learn the hard way but the fact remains that all of us are becoming more 
proficient in our separate tasks.  As a result it's beginning to show in the overall effort of the group.  
Things run along a smooth road almost all the time.  Occasionally we have our difficulties which we 
manage to straighten out successfully.

No further word from Lt. Corbin and crew.  Communications between Sicily and the mainland are not 
too good yet.  It is very possible that all of the crew are safe and that word will be forthcoming soon.  
Major Paul back from the hospital today and reports a number of cute nurses at the Hospital in 
Kairosun.  No wonder the boys don't mind checking there occasionally.

A pause to reminisce.  A full moon has bathed all of North Africa in a shimmery, silvery light for the 
past few evenings.  Those of us over here, so very far from home, remember other moonlit nights in far
happier circumstances.  It is our most sincere hope that the work we are doing now is shortening the 
length of time we have to spend away from our homes and that we are helping everyone everywhere to 
someday enjoy the same moon under more peaceful skies.

July 18, 1943

The invasion of Sicily took place just over a week ago and the Allied forces are still thrusting forward 
on all fronts.  At the moment we are threatening the City of Catania and tomorrow or the next day it 
should be in our hands.  The campaign has gone according to plan and the experts say the entire island 
will be ours in less than two weeks.  The ground forces have gone in and done some admirable work.  
We have been very busy supporting them and blasting the way.  Last night 18 ships zipped over 
Catania, dropped their bombs, started many fires and came home.  The 486th held a delicious midnite 
chicken dinner for the returning crews.  Lt. Wilmerding [William E. Wilmerding] came in very late as 
the navigator mistakenly gave him an incorrect heading.  Naturally the crew came in for a lot of good 
natured ribbing.

We split the boys up today.  Two twelve-ship missions over the city of Bendozza and hits reported in 
the town and railroad yards from both missions.  All ships returned safely.  No further word has been 
heard concerning Lt. Corbin and crew and it is now feared that they went down over enemy territory.  A
good news message last night confirmed the fact that Lt. Dyer [Fred W. Dyer] and crew from the 489th 
are safe and sound.  A letter from Lt. Davis [Robert J. Davis] father today gives us the information that 
his son is a prisoner of war in Germany.  The information now accounts for three members of that crew 
as Lt. Huppert [Charles C. Huppert] and Lt. Dorrance [Samuel R. Dorrance] are known to be prisoners 
of war also.  It is to be assumed that the rest of the crew are also in Germany.  [The other crew 
members were: T/Sgt. William C. Galate and S/Sgt. Fred N. Foster.]

The mission for tonight has been canceled and so has the movie, unless a generator shows up from the 
306th.  The generator that has been used to run the movie projector is now down on the line lighting up 
the runways for night flying.  Colonel Smith of the Service Group is doing his utmost to get another.  
The shows are very popular with the fellows as they afford the only entertainment available.  Traveling 
U.S.O. Shows hit the place occasionally but they are rare.  Some happy officers tonight.  Orders came 
through promoting Lt. Nash and Lt. Berenson [Sumner Berenson] to Captain.  Lt. Murphey, Lt. Targy, 
Lt. Robb, Lt. Young have all been promoted to First Lt.  All promotions came through in the AUS.



Having a good deal of trouble getting straightened around with the 315th Finance Office concerning the 
per Diem checks of Class “B” finance agents.  A good deal of money was entrusted to some of the 
officers on the flights coming over and receipts have not been forthcoming although the fellows have 
turned in the money.  We have written requesting that the matter be expedited at once.  No further word
concerning the move.  We are “sweating it out.”

Major Paul is going to Tunis for three days tomorrow for a rest.  He has just returned from the Hospital 
and isn't feeling too well.  Major Brussels, Major Kisselman and Capt. Parsons [are] off to Algiers on 
business for a couple of days.  Many of the personnel have had a chance to visit both Tunis and Algiers 
but some haven't.  We'll have to send those boys to Naples and Rome pretty soon.

July 19, 1943

The wind has kicked up quite a dust storm again today and everyone is going around trying to get the 
fine particles from his eyes, hair and food.  Can't help but hate the enemy when we realize he is the one
forcing us to take these discomforts.  We have some consolation in knowing that our bombers are 
giving them hell on all fronts.  This morning 23 ships went over Randazzo and reported good results 
with very little ack-ack and no fighters.  Good news today when we discovered that the American 
Forces have probably reached the sea on the north shore of the island.  Two bombs lines came through 
today indicating a possible break through in the center.  Fierce fighting still continues in the Catania 
area and the British 8th Army is bringing in heavier armor on the planes around the city.

Colonel Tokaz flew to Tripoli today to straighten out a few difficulties but should be back tonight.  
Major Paul returned from the Hospital just the other day and this afternoon Major Murray left for 
Kairouan to enter the hospital for a few days.  He is suffering from a cold and a fever.  It is hoped that 
he will recover and return soon.

Captain Anderson on the base today to give tests to the twenty-five prospective Flying Cadets chosen 
yesterday by the board.  Six finalists will remain after the tests are graded and these lucky enlisted men 
will return to the States to undergo their flight training.  The armed forces are still growing by leaps and
bounds.  Secretary of War Stimpson asserts that we shall have over 11,000,000 men in the army, navy 
and marines before this is over.  Inexorably the rope is beginning to choke the life from Germany, Italy 
and Japan.  They chose to start this bloody war and they shall live to see a vengeful army batter down 
their defenses with a might they could never attain themselves.

We managed to borrow a generator for the movies last night from the 306th.  After it was brought over it
was discovered that it didn't run, consequently an old I-tie generator was used.  Everyone who attended 
the movie last night was disappointed because of the fact that the movie itself couldn't be heard.  The 
generator didn't have enough juice to supply the projector.  We are trying to get a new generator for the 
exclusive use of the movie as those nightly entertainments are well received by the boys.

Had a call from T.B.F. this afternoon desiring our reaction to a proposal for switching service groups 
during and after the coming move.  Really no good sense in that as the 306th has been very cooperative 
with us and it only means more trouble to change.  Expecting a load of fresh vegetables tomorrow to 
start the ball rolling for a better ration.  We shall be a little dubious about the whole thing until our 
stomachs tell us that there has been a change.  In the army it's strange.  One may see a lot of things put 
down on paper by high authority ordering something to be done.  Usually results, that is practical 
results, come much later.



The group seems to be getting quite a reputation as “Crypt Crackers.”  A couple of times recently the 
bomb pattern has ploughed its way through cemeteries in two towns.  We know very definitely 
however, that we have made several new cemeteries of our own in other parts of the cities.  The 
Avengers Argus keeps giving us thumbnail sketches of the island of Sicily and its inhabitants.  From its 
point of view the climate and terrain are very similar to North Africa.  It is believed that we shall get a 
chance to see for ourselves very soon now.  Pity the poor guys who get seasick.

July 20, 1943

Each new date on the top of the page means that another day of foreign duty had passed and another 
24-hour period had been spent to shorten the war. Time is variable here.  When the group is busy in a 
certain phase of the attack, time passes swiftly.  When we have a period of inactivity the days seem to 
drag and there isn't much to look forward to.  The invasion of Sicily has captured everyone's interest 
and we follow the war news closely.  In a couple of days Messina should offer a good target for our 
bombers if the Germans and the Italians attempt an evacuation.  To date the total of Axis prisoners has 
reached the 50,000 mark.  It is only the beginning.  Within the next few days, when the rest of the 
island has been taken over by our forces, the total of prisoners should be well over 100,000.  If they 
attempt an evacuation our huge air armada shall descend upon them like a swarm of locusts.

The new bomb line has been confirmed and evidently the
Americans have forced themselves northward to the sea.  The sector
around Catania seems well defended by German troops but the
British 8th Army is going forward and last reports place them within
the borders of the city itself.  An interesting report was rendered by
Colonel Tokaz during the staff meeting this morning.  While on his
visit to Tripoli yesterday he had the fortune to confer with Eddie
Rickenbacker and Quentin Reynolds.  Rickenbacker has made an
extensive tour of all battle fronts and the results he has observed
bode ill for the Axis powers.  He told Colonel Tokaz that the
Russians are the most wonderful fighters he has ever come across
and that it's “Katy by the seashore” for the Germans over there.  He
said that the only movement the Germans will make over there in
the future will be backward.  He also had a good word for the Allied
effort in China.  Supplies have been flowing to Chiang Kai Check
[Chaing Kai-shek] in ever increasing quantities but still more
equipment is needed.

A report from Captain Anderson leads us to believe that we have
some smart boys in this outfit.  Yesterday he have the aviation cadet
examination to 23 of our applicants and 22 of them passed it with high grades.  The test is designed so 
that 50% of those taking it usually fail.  He said that in all his travels, and the hundreds of times he has 
given the test this group had by far the best average of those who were capable of passing.  Six boys 
will be chosen from the final group and will be sent to the States for their training.
No missions today.  Today is the first free day the group has had since the invasion of Sicily.  It's 
possible that they don't need us over there at the moment with the ground troops crashing through.  
However, it is expected that we shall start bombing again if they attempt an evacuation.  Italian 
prisoners report that the average Italian soldier does not relish their fighting and wished that the war 
would soon end.  We may be able to grant that wish soon.

Eddie Rickenbacker: WWI 
Fighter Ace & Medal of Honor
Recipient



July 21, 1943

Things are beginning to tighten up.  This afternoon Colonel Tokaz and Major Bailey took off for 
Comiso to inspect the landing field there.  They returned with the report that the field is being put in 
shape after the devastating destruction caused by Allied bombers.  The landing strip was pock-marked 
by countless bomb craters, the buildings just heaps of rubble and the wrecked airplanes scraped up and 
tossed on salvage piles where grim tokens of the accuracy of our bombing.  The field itself is set in a 
valley surrounded by water filled streams, green grass and shady trees.  Parts of the island are quite dry 
somewhat like the land of North Africa.  They didn't have an opportunity to visit any of the surrounding
towns but from what they saw they reported that the cities looked “quite nice.”  Late tonight T.B.F. 
called and wanted some further information on personnel and equipment for the coming move.  It 
would seem that the time is nearly here.

Not much to report from Headquarters today but there was a mission this morning.  Twenty-two ships 
took off to bomb a little town in northern Sicily but were not too successful.  The 488th picked up the 
fighter escort over Comiso but bombed the wrong target, while the 489th arrived at the rendezvous point
too late and missed the fighters.  It was not entirely our fault however, for T.B.F. put through a rush call
hardly allowing time for briefing, take-off and rendezvous.  No new situation of interest in Sicily.  
News from the American army is scarce but they seem to be pushing forward.  Brisk fighting still 
continues around Catania where German troops are battling furiously.

Lieutenant Dyer [Fred W. Dyer] returned from Sicily today and reported that Sgt. Theis [William 
Theis], enlisted bombardier in the crew is probably in the hands of the enemy after parachuting from 
the plane on Saturday.  Sgt. Taubenheim [Harley Taubenheim], radio gunner, failed to leave the ship 
and was buried by a Chaplain of the Highland Division near Persche.  Lt. Dyer deserves a great deal of 
credit for his courage and coolness under fire and Sgt. Theis, although wounded, succeeded in toggling 
out this bombs over the target.  All members of the crew will probably be decorated for their devotion 
to duty and their bravery.  Speaking of decorations, Lieutenant Bennett was posthumously awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross.  He was killed that terrible day in May 6th while flying a close support 
mission here in Tunis.

Perhaps the best news of the day came from the mess halls.  Fresh meat, fruits and vegetables were 
added to the regular rations and helped no end in bringing smiles to the faces of all.  From now on the 
ration should be much better and the food tastier.  No mail again today.  Evidently the troop carriers are
busy transporting men and supplies to Armies on Sicily.

July 22, 1943

It begins to look as if our move is coming soon.  Meetings are being held with key personnel in 
preparation for it and numerous reports have been submitted.  A move by water entails a lot of work 
and everything must be worked out in advance.  The squadrons have been notified of all pertinent 
details and it is expected that everything will work out alright.  Most of the boys are very anxious to 
leave. It will mean that we have finally entered the actual European theatre and that we shall be on 
enemy territory for the first time.  Every move forward brings us closer to home.

In going over there we shall have to keep several things in mind.  Our guard set up will have to be 
strengthened.  Several sentries have been found with their throats cut.  Propaganda proclaims that the 
Sicilians received our troops with open arms.  Evidently some of the boys were received with open 



knives.  We shall be watchful.

A standby all day today but no missions were flown.  The last two days have given us a well deserved 
rest.  T.B.F. had been pushing the boys quite hard in this campaign and most crews averaged a mission 
a day for some time.  When things need blasting over there again they will no doubt call on us.  The 
little news we receive from time to time is favorable although the Germans are putting up a terrific 
battle around the Catania sector.  Speculation is again rising as to where the Allies will strike next.  
Some say Sardinia will be by passed altogether for an attack on Italy herself.  The Rome raid would 
seem to indicate this but naturally none of us here know.  Looking back on our four months of combat 
we can readily see just where we have entered the picture.  We arrived in time to lend our weight to the 
final phase of the Tunisian campaign after which we figured heavily over Pantelleria.  Now we are 
engaged in fighting the Sicilian campaign and will no doubt see much action in subsequent operation.  
It is nice to know that we are right where it counts.

Promotions will go in again at the end of the month and we have several to submit.  Recommendations 
for awards will go in at the same time.  Captain Rothwell, A.L.O. Officer, is being recommended for 
the Legion of Merit.  The group is fortunate in having such a capable officer attached.  Captain 
Rothwell works long and hard in a very able manner to maintain liaison between ground troops and our
forces.  In addition he s a veritable fountain if information and well liked by all.

Still having trouble with the finance office over the money that was in possession of the class B finance
agents.  The twelfth group has had the same difficulty and they have cases that are still unsettled after 
almost a year.  We have had two or three cases for courts martial lately but that isn't a bad average at 
all.  In the States the boys had more opportunity to get themselves into trouble.  Situated over here the 
personnel is either better behaved or just don't have the opportunities to stray off the straight and 
narrow.

July 23, 1943

The squadrons are beginning to pack their equipment and get their personnel ready for the coming 
move.  The adjutants lodged complaints at headquarters this morning to the effect that Group was 
taking all attached men which cut the squadrons down in the number of essential men they were 
permitted to move.  They were informed that Group Headquarters is functioning only for the good of 
the squadrons and the organization as a whole.  The squadrons cannot be blamed too much for their 
attitude as they want to be sure they have enough personnel to operate with efficiency when we arrive 
at our new base.

Since not too much news is available today it may be interesting to record bits of a conversation with a 
German prisoner of war after the writer interviewed him this afternoon at the prison camp near Sousse. 
The prisoner was a German sergeant in charge of a platoon that was captured in its entirety near 
Catania.  While he was being addressed he stood at strict attention with his barrel-like chest protruding 
and his arms stiff at his sides.  He was very willing to talk and following are some of the high points in 
the resulting conversation.



“The Gestapo is the most feared thing
in Germany today and it's head,
Heinrich Himmler, is the most
loathed man in the Third Reich.
Hitler is a fiend, a madman and a
murderer.  The people do not follow
him willingly any more.  One is
afraid to say what he believes in
Germany.  The German High
Command propaganda disseminated
through the army is very effective
making the ordinary soldier believe
that Germany is still winning the war.
The soldiers of the German army do
not hate the British and the
Americans, but they do not mind
fighting the Russians.  The Russian
fighter is the most ferocious soldier that the German has yet encountered.  The people of 
Germany are tired of the war but they are afraid to stop for fear of Russian reprisals and the 
revenge subject peoples might take on the German population.  The soldier had personally 
witnessed various atrocious acts some of which were; the hanging of an entire family in Poland,
the ruthless machine gunning of civilians in Poland, the starving and shooting of thousands of 
prisoners in Russia and the brutal butchery of hundreds of others in the low countries.  He didn't
think too well of Sicily having come there six weeks ago by motor launch.  He wanted to fight 
the Russians again but after he was wounded (he had been in the hospital from October to July) 
they would not permit him to do so.  He had seen many American bombers over Sicily which 
resembled German Dornier 17's.  (This would indicate that they must have been B-25's 
........possibly our own.)  The soldier readily admitted that he was pro-ally as his mother was an 
English-woman.  However, he added that the large percentage of the German army was so 
imbued with their “cause” that they would probably fight to the last man.  His uniform was not 
fancy but it was well made and looked strong.  He wore no insignia.  At the conclusion of the 
interview he brought his heels together with a click and saluted smartly.”

The German sergeant's words leave one to believe that the war is still far from over.  Even in his 
imprisonment he showed the results of his through training and looked far from beaten.  It will be a 
tough job.

July 24, 1943

The long awaited news is on its way.  Captain Summers returned from T.B.F. this afternoon and 
reported that the movement orders will be here this evening.  The A part is scheduled to move out on 
July 27.  This morning Colonel Tokaz expressed a desire to find a nice farm house over near Comiso 
and use it for a headquarters building.  Army Regulations state that a commander in the filed has the 
right to take over buildings for military use.  Naturally it will depend on what's available over there.

We haven't had a day of rain since coming to Hergla.  At the moment though lightening is flashing 
through a black sky and it looks as though we shall have a shower soon.  Rain might be nice for a 
change but a steady diet of it would turn this field into a quagmire.  Before moving, all francs will have
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to be converted into either British Military Authority bills or U.S. Gold certificates.  The members of 
this command have handled various kinds of money in their travels so far.  In Sicily we shall probably 
have to operate with another new kind of currency and exchange. 

The American Forces in Sicily are busily cleaning up the western portion of the island and Palermo, 
Sicily's capital and largest city, has fallen to the Allies.  Heavy fighting still is continuing on the 8th 
Army front near Catania but the enemy is expected to retreat soon.  Our fighters and light bombers 
have been busy attacking Axis shipping off the north coast of the island. ---------- Hitler and Mussolini 
met the other day to discuss the war situation and probably decided to ship as much supplies as they 
could to the beleaguered troops on the island.  It will be to no avail.

Lieutenant Robb has been made assistant Adjutant in addition to his other duties.  He will assist 
Captain Pearlstein in the administrative end of the organization.  Things are still running smoothly and 
Colonel Tokaz expressed his satisfaction with our new system of tactical, technical and administrative 
inspection.  The squadrons are taking the constructive criticism offered in the proper spirit and thereby 
the efficiency of the command as a whole is increased. 

The 486th squadron has a bran new mascot.  Lt. Thompson purchased a baby burro and it can now be 
found quietly feeding on the grass in the squadron area.  The fellows have taken quite a liking to the 
little fellow and a party of the boys took the animal swimming yesterday.  Some of the boys have pets 
who have flown many missions; a marmoset picked up in Natal by one of the crews is still with them 
and flies regularly.  Various and sundry other pets can be found throughout the organization including a
couple of week-old pups who are just beginning to toddle around.  One of them has been named Sicily 
in honor of the invasion.

The Colonel went quail hunting tonight with Major Bailey.  The story of the quail hunt over here by 
jeep would make interesting reading for the people back home.  One hops into a jeep and starts cross-
country flushing the birds on the way.  Spotting one out of the covey the jeep driver sets his mind to 
following the bird over hill and dale until, in exhaustion, the bird seeks cover and is easily caught by 
hand.  A party of the boys went out the other evening and caught nine, later testifying that they were 
delicious when cooked.  It takes a rugged constitution to withstand the bumps and jolts encountered 
when bouncing 'oer the lea but one has to do it in order to “get the bird.”

[No entries July 25, 1943 – August 4, 1943]



HQ Squadron en route from Tunis to Sicily.  Note the multiple crap games in progress.
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